
How to arrive to the Pensió Cerdanya from 

Barcelona Airport - El Prat 
 
 
 

There is a variety of transport options from Barcelona Airport - El Prat to our guesthouse. 

They are a reliable and efficient means of transport. 

 

 

Taxi: 
 

The taxi service in Barcelona is generally very good and reliable. You will find a taxi rank 

outside any of the main exits of the terminal. All official Barcelona taxis are black and 

yellow. The trip to our guesthouse will take 25 to 30 minutes depending on traffic 

conditions. 
 

The cost of the trip is around € 30.00. Note that there may also be an additional charge 

for each bag that you carry. You will find all the fares published inside the car cabin. 

 

 

Aerobus - Express Service Bus: 
 

AEROBUS is a bus service that connects Barcelona Airport (Terminal 1 and Terminal 2) 

with the city center in 35-40 minutes. This bus has departures every 5 or 10 minutes in 

their fixed operating hours. The ticket costs € 5.90 for a single trip and € 10.20 for a 

round trip (valid for 15 days). Aerobus exact times can be seen on their official website: 

http://www.aerobusbcn.com  
 

To get to our guesthouse you can take the Aerobus from outside the terminal and get off 

at Plaça Catalunya station (in the lower map you can see where is the stop). Once there 

you can come to our guesthouse on foot (10 minutes) or take a taxi (2 minutes). 

 
 

Bus TMB: 
 

Barcelona Metropolitan Transports (TMB) have buses during the day and night, from the 

two terminals (T1 and T2). During the day you can take the bus number 46 (out of T1 and 

T2). During the night you can take the night buses N17 (out of T1) and N16 (out of T2). 

The advantage of the Aerobus, regarding the service of TMB is that it has a higher 

frequency of passage, more luggage space and is faster because it stops at fewer places. 

However, the cost of traveling on buses of TMB is considerably cheaper than the 

Aerobus. A ticket costs € 2.15 but you can buy the T-10 card for € 9.95 and the journey 

will cost € 0.99. The T-10 card is a Barcelona transport card valid for 10 trips in Metro or 

Bus. This card can be used for getting around the city and will cover you for most of your 

city transport costs. It is not a personal card so the 10 trips can be shared. When you 

validate a trip you have 75 minutes to do all combinations of bus and metro that you 

need to reach your destination. 
 

To get to our guesthouse you can take the bus from outside the terminal and get off at 

the stop "Plaça Espanya". Once there, at the same stop, you can take the bus H12 (during 

the day) or N1 (overnight) and get off at the bus stop "Tetuan Metro". From there you 

have 1 minute walk to our guesthouse. On the map below you can see where the bus 

stop "Tetuan Metro" is located. 
 

 



 

RENFE train: 
 

The train station is located about 5 minutes walking from the main entrance of the 

Terminal 2 of the Airport. There is a train every 30 minutes to the city center. Travel time 

is approximately 25 minutes. If you are in Terminal 1 there is a free bus service that 

connects both terminals. Train ticket costs € 4.10 but alternatively you can use the T-10 
card and take advantage of the benefits that we have explained in the previous section. 
 

To get to our guesthouse you can take the RENFE train and get off at Passeig de Gràcia 

station. Once there you can come walking (about 12 minutes) or you can take a taxi from 

outside the station and reach our guesthouse in 3 or 4 minutes. 
 

 

METRO (SUBWAY): 
 

Metro Line 9 connects the city with Barcelona Airport. The fare to go from the airport to 

any Metro Station of Barcelona is € 4.50. Other valid tickets are: T-Dia BCN card and the 

card Hello! for 2, 3, 4 or 5 days. The Single Ticket or the T-10 card are not valid. The 

Metro opening hours are: Monday to Thursday: 5:00-24:00h / Friday: 5:00-02:00h / 

Saturday: 05:00-without closing / Sunday: no close-24:00h. The line 9 stop in Terminal 1 

is on the ground floor, near the bus stop. The stop at the Terminal 2 has its entrance near 

the train station. 
 

To get to our guesthouse you can take the Metro Line 9 at the airport and get off at the 

Torrassa Station and change to Line 1 till Urquinaona Station. Once there you have 5 

minutes walking till our guesthouse. The approximate time of the whole journey is 1 hour 

and 10 minutes. Caution: Urquinaona Station is not an adapted station and there is no 

lift there. 
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